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What Cause the segregation in 
Chinese interracial friendship
Introduction:
            My sophomore friend from U of I told me that the school I am going to is a well diverse 
school when I first arrive to U of I as a freshmen. As he described, the people I met in UIUC were 
nice and easier to approach than back at Chicago, where I came from. However, is that mean there 
were no racial conflict or segregation take place in campus? As I start settle down in Six-Pack and 
my Rhetoric class requires me to do a research on racial topic, I start to pay attention to my 
surrounding. I discover there actually is segregation happening everyday and everywhere, such as 
the resident hall hallway, dining hall, quad etc… I felt it will be an interesting topic to investigate, 
so I desire to research on what cause the segregation between interracial students. My project will 
try to discover what restrain them to construct friendship with different race. What reasons and 
racial or cultural factors that discourage and prevent them to make different racial friends? Was 
races diversity and language Barriers the main reason of racial separation? In the progress of 
identify and confirm there are actual segregation, I will construct four research reports to help 
answer my research question. They are annotated bibliography from IDEAL and library’s 
database, observations of interracial reaction in different dining halls, analysis of a mission 
statement, and a survey. These might not be enough to deeply acquainted segregation and precisely 
define its causes, but will be enough to provide some general factors that contribute to the 
segregation in U of I. In this research, I will focus on the segregation in Chinese students with 
other races for the reason of limited research time. 
After gathering all the data and finished all four research reports, I come up with four main 
factors that contribute to the segregation within Chinese and interracial students in U of I. I will 
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explicate each factor into a theme and elaborate how they appeared in this university. These 
themes are language barrier, cultural different, comfort zone, and contact hypothesis. I wish my 
research will increase the ability for people to realize the racial conflicts or segregations that 
around them every day. Furthermore, I wish my research will answer at least partly and briefly on 
what cause segregation in Chinese interracial friendship. 
Themes
1. Language Barrier
2. Cultural Different
3. Comfort Zone-Self Segregation
4. Indifferent (Conclusion)
Language Barrier
The most common language I heard in campus was English. I met varies racial students 
that are chatting to a student that is in another race. It sound like this university maintains its 
diversity well. However, I discover a common fact in every harmonic interracial communication I 
witness in campus. The students that had interracial contact are mostly or nearly all speak English 
smoothly. English is the most used language in their daily life. In my observation in PAR dining 
hall, I observed a lot of interracial contacts and conversations going on. The Asian or Chinese I see 
that communicate with some White friends are all speak well in English. Even the conversation 
among these Asian or Chinese was English. I doubt that how well they can speak in their ethnic 
language. On the other hand, the students those speak in their foreign language use to seat with 
their own race. Even there are really a few of these students in PAR, it consider as a segregation 
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since they totally isolated by others or they just separate themselves from interracial contact. It 
might be a hint that language is the reason for these foreign languages speaking students 
experience segregation. This lack of interracial contact definitely will limit their chance to make 
friend with other ethnic.
To support further that language barrier is actually a huge fact that retrains Chinese 
students from making interracial friends; I constructed one of my research reports, survey, to find 
out the relationship between language and interracial interaction. I survey 12 people fourteen 
questions. They are all Chinese students in U of I. The most impacted answer I got which influence 
me to desire language barrier as one of the theme is half of my survey subjects list language 
different as the biggest obstacle that prevent interracial relationship. More than that, I have 
questions ask for their most, second, third... used languages in their daily live and have they rank 
the smoothness of them from 1 the poorest to 5 the best. Then, there were questions later asked 
how many and what kind of interracial friends they have? When they usually interact with their 
interracial friends? My survey result point out that people who rank their English as 4 to 5 will 
have more different kinds of interracial friends and stated more precisely on how many he/she has. 
There are two people who wrote they have about hundred of interracial friends. And both of them 
rank their English 4 or 5. It showed Chinese with better English manage to make more different 
races friends. Two people report English as their most used language. Their interracial friendship 
status look better than those who rank their English lower than 4, but no better or worse than the 
people with English ranked 4 or 5. The people rank English lower than 4 almost all interact with 
their interracial friends only in class time. All these result lead to the agreement of language barrier 
reduce interracial social. 
Cultural Different
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As language barrier, cultural different is also the one which half of my survey subjects 
listed as the biggest obstacle to interracial friendship. In my observation in FAR dining hall best 
demonstrate how cultural differences result in segregation. At the day of my observation, FAR had 
special menu called “soul ingredient”. One of its specialty is there will be a DJ controlling some 
loud hip hop music. First I had to explain the setting of FAR dining hall. The dining hall has two 
rooms which nearly completely isolate from each other. And the DJ with his large speaker is 
located in one of the room. In this room, I will say nearly ninety-nine percent is African American. 
There were only two or three Asian included me in that room. I see the Black students enjoy the 
hip hop music so much that they will move their body along with the music while having their 
dinner. In the other room, there is a hundred-eighty degree opposite view. Almost everyone in the 
other room is Asian, mostly Korean and Chinese. I asked one of my Chinese friends in that room 
about why he didn’t sit at the other room. He responds to me saying he doesn't like the music that 
is playing next room. In this case, I see an obvious segregation simply cause by cultural difference 
on how African-American hip hop culture were not accepted by the Asian and formed group 
separation.
I construct an observation at Peabody's dining hall too. Since I was living in six-pack which 
Peabody's dining hall is the closest cafeteria to me, I can do as many observations as I wanted 
without traveling in distances. Every Wednesday, before winter, there were special menu calls “Fat 
Don”. In there, they serve steak and other kind of meat. I went there several times. The dining hall 
on that day always fills with people, but I seldom see Asian eat there. I sometimes question why 
my Chinese friends who refuse to go to “Fat Don”. The answer they have is they aren’t a meat 
lover. I believe the dining habit that shaped from a person's culture directly or indirectly decrease 
their similarity to the other races and retrain chances to meet new racial friend.
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Comfort zone (self-segregation)
In the research by Shook and Fazio, they study the interracial relationship in the dormitory 
for a five years period to try to explain the contact hypothesis, a theory assumed prejudice stems 
from a lack of knowledge and exposure; and increased interaction with interracial should reduced 
hostility and prejudice. They found out there were a long-term benefit for living with a different 
racial roommate. However at the same time, most of the interracial relationships were reported 
more negatively and less satisfaction than were the same-race relationship. (Shook I) It suggests 
that students enjoy same-race relationships more than interracial relationships even interracial 
relationship can be benefit. According to Shook and Fazio’s another research, they research on the 
connection of relationship dissolution and academic achievement to the effect of live with same-
race versus interracial in the dormitory.   They find out the interracial roommate relationships were 
more likely to have dissolved than same-race rooms. (Shook II) It showed same-race relationships 
will last longer than interracial. In both researches, same-race relationships tend to be a better 
choice for students to go for. And same-race relationships appear to be a comfort zone for students 
to isolate themselves from other races. 
            Furthermore, in the same researches, the contact hypothesis which supported by these 
researches stated this lack of interracial contact will increase the risk of reinforcing prejudice and 
stereotype to other races. Ironically, people who had a less enjoy interracial relationship will 
benefit in a less prejudice and stereotypes perspective toward other races. This showed the people 
who choose to stay in their comfort zone where only hang out with same-race friends will more 
likely dislike and had untruth stereotypes toward another races by contact hypothesis. This will 
turn to an unhealthy cycle where people keep hang out with their same race and have higher 
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chance to hold prejudice toward other races. Then, again, people will self-segregated from other 
races through the prejudice resulted in same-races relationship.
Another proof of Chinese students whose lack of interracial friends was due to staying in 
their comfort zone showed in my survey. In my survey, the two people who had hundred 
interracial friends and the others who had decent numbers of different races friends were not 
satisfy about their social network. However, those who friends are mostly Asian or Chinese felt 
satisfy about their social network. This showed that those who only hang out with same-race 
friends are actually more enjoyable than those who hang out with all kinds of races. This reinstate 
the research that Shook and Fazio did and also tell me that comfort zone contribute in the 
segregation between interracial races and Chinese.
Indifferent
             Wachtel’s article “Talking about racism”, identify indifference as a quiet toxin. (Wachtel 
552) He describe indifferent as lack of sensitive to care about other races. My research data were 
not enough to strongly support indifferent as a main cause to segregation. Nevertheless, one of my 
survey results led me to suspect that indifferent as a possible hidden main factor to segregation. 
There were three-forth of the people I survey didn’t sense segregation on campus. I had discovered 
there were segregation and group separation in the campus, but I was surprise there were only one-
third of people I survey noticed the segregation as I did. Since I definitely observed segregation on 
campus, they were probably experiencing indifferent, either they self-segregate or just don’t care 
about other races. 
               In Shook and Fazio’s research again, they have statistic showed Black that live with 
Black had a lower GPA than the Black that live with White. (Shook II) It showed a trend that 
minority living with their same-race will decrease academic performance. Even this might not be 
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the case in every university. It was important for U of I to provide the incoming student a well 
diverse environment, because interracial contact, in contact hypothesis, will benefit the students in 
long-term. In my way of investigating the reasons contributed to restriction of interracial 
relationship on campus, I discovered there was segregation in campus especially easier to notice in 
Far dining hall.  I doubt the school is doing enough to promote diversity. In Myers and Herrera-
Urizar’s research, Par/Far and six packs just had huge imbalances of racial contribution. 
Asian/Black and White were separated into these two resident halls.  (Myers) Although the 
university did do something such as built the Asian American Cultural Center which promotes 
diversity a few years ago, (Text Analysis) I believe there were still a huge space to improve. More 
important than promote diversity, the school needs to reduce the segregation between races. By 
rearrange the racial contribution of different resident hall can be one of the ideas. It can increase 
the chance for interracial contact to take place. More interracial contact which can improve 
students experience diverse friendship and benefit student for mold a less prejudice mind. 
            In my project, I was limited to a one semester period to research for my topic. Even I was 
interested to find out what the school was doing to maintain a well diverse school, I have difficulty 
to find enough data for both factors contribute to segregation and school afford to prevent 
segregation. I suggest a further in deep research on the topic of segregation in the future. I also 
recommended students to start a project on others past research, so we can go into a topic or issue 
more thoroughly. Some Projects like Lemus’s research on how minority student coming to U of I 
shape their socialization positively was simply data they found to help support future researches 
(Lemus). I strongly encourage people to look into researches like that before construct their own 
project.
Appendix 1:
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Research Question Proposal
My research question proposal will be searching the cause of segregation for Chinese students 
from interracial relationship at University of Illinois. My project will try to discover what restrain 
the Chinese foreign student to construct relationship with different race. What reasons and racial or 
cultural factors that discourage and prevent them to make different racial friends? How they 
precept their identity and role in the interracial society in U of I? Was races diversity and language 
Barriers the main reason of racial separation? One of the student works on IDEALS, “Is There an 
Invisible Boundary between the Races at UIUC (specifically FAR)?” by Barber, Ashanti, reminds 
me the racial segregation I saw in my dining hall. I was so urged to investigate why interact with 
other races was restricted in my university, so we could understand what held back the 
acquaintance with other races. Tentatively, IDEALS had provided a lot of student journals with the 
information on group segregation. Additional, the survey, interview and observation on Chinese 
students which I will conduct later and were previously composed by others will also provide 
general answer to my research question.
Research Plan
The first type of research I will do is survey on Chinese students in university of Illinois. I 
will conduct a survey to the Chinese students who still maintain their culture. The first thing I will 
ask is “did you experienced race/group segregation in this university?” That's the most important 
question because it reveals if there is actually segregation before I look into it. It also showed how 
often and frequent is segregation happen in Chinese FOB students. After this question, I will go 
deeper and ask them the reasons or causes to the segregation they experienced. This will help me 
understand what segregation and difficulty for a partial of Chinese FOB students experienced.
The second type of research I will do is to observe Chinese FOB students' social interaction 
at UIUC in public area such as dining hall and Quad. I will pay attention and observe the Chinese 
students' public social habit. This should give me a common sense of what major group of peoples 
them social with. I might also do observation on Chinese FOB in dorm (like one of the IDEAL 
research-”Cultural mapping of dorms” by Myers, Joshua and Herrera-Urizar, Juan Pablo). 
The third type of research I will do will be analyzing official University documents on web pages. 
I didn't have much in mind on that, but I will mainly search for journal or statistic document on 
interracial issue related to Chinese American in the library provided database for U of I students. 
This will give me information on my research topic other than only from IDEALS essays.
Appendix 2:
Annotated bibliography of journal and IDEALS sources
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“Racial Climate and Spatial Segregation: The Experience of Minority Students”
Lemus's research was focus on how socialization changes among minority students when 
they come to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In his research, he looks into how 
student arriving to U of I affects their socialization with individuals of different races, specifically 
on how they participating in housing-sponsored activities of residential students increases or 
decreases their ability to socialize with other racial groups; where the interracial interactions are 
potentially take place in the space of U of I; and the effort the university administration is doing to 
create a less negative “racial” climate. His research methods included structure/unstructured 
interview of minority student, video a minority student during and after “move in” day, and 
analyze university produced document. Even through, his research still in progress, but it gave me 
a visualize sight on how to plan and narrow my research project topic and how to collect 
information about minority student. The interviews he conducted show me there were conflict in 
the interactions between minorities and the greater white population on campus which suggest a 
hypothesis of interracial segregation that take place in U of I.
“Cultural mapping of dorms”
Myers and Herrera-Urizar’s research examines current and past trends of student 
distribution based on race, sex, socio-economic status within PAR/FAR and Six Pack and their 
impact. In it, they tried to search if there were any race, socio-economic status, and/or gender 
factors that affect placement in student housing. They showed there were segregation between 
these two resident halls through interviews/survey of students lived in each dormitory. They 
collected data that showed half of the interviewed students were aware of the segregation and 
differences exist between them. They also analyze the difference of two dorms by frequency of 
non-English language used and special interest communities posted. This research was useful for 
me because it examined the segregation between dormitories. It could be useful for me to conduct 
my survey in a dorm where there was more segregation experienced. The insufficient or 
intentionally avoid from the Housing Department of giving out statistics of social and ethnic 
makeup of each public dormitory also advice me the difficulties to access data from that 
department.
“Interracial Roommate Relationships. An Experimental Field Test of the Contact Hypothesis.”
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Shook and Fazio's article works on testing the “Contact Hypothesis” by investigating 
interracial roommate relationships. In it, they first explain the contact hypothesis, a theory assumed 
prejudice stems from a lack of knowledge and exposure; and increased interaction with interracial 
should reduced hostility and prejudice. They wanted to test this theory and find out the benefit of 
interracial contact. They conduct their research on White and Black Students that choose randomly 
paired roommate in college dormitories for the advantage of random condition. To achieve the 
automatically activated attitudes of individual in the self-report toward different groups, they 
eliminate the positive, non-prejudiced responses that may be not of a person's automatically 
activated attitude, but of a motivational goal. By studying the interracial relationship in the 
dormitory for a five years period, they found out there were a long-term benefit for living with a 
different racial roommate. Although most of the interracial relationships were reported more 
negatively and less satisfaction than were the same-race relationship, it resulted in changed of 
automatically activated racial attitudes to more positive toward other races where the same-race 
stayed the same. This analysis was useful for showed me the tendency of unappreciative for 
college student to have interracial relationship, but had result in a benefit of less prejudiced attitude 
and building interracial friendship later. With their research on contact hypothesis, I could use it as 
one of the reason why we should encourage on promoting interracial relationship and pay attention 
on the issue of segregation in the campus.
“Roommate Relationships: A Comparison of Interracial and Same-Race Living Situations”
Shook and Fazio's article was on researching the connection of relationship dissolution and 
academic achievement to the effect of live with same-race versus interracial in the dormitory. They 
also discussed about contact hypothesis at the beginning. They suggested that six conditions were 
necessary to facilitate the success of intergroup contact. They were equal group status in the 
contact situation; intergroup cooperation; common goals; support of authorities, law, or custom; 
opportunity for personal interaction between the individual group member; and formation of 
friendship. By analyze 2744 rooms, the interracial roommate relationships were more likely to 
have dissolved than same-race rooms. The result also suggests that interracial roommate 
relationships are less likely to be sought out. Furthermore, the differences in room dissolution were 
more prominent in randomly assigned rooms than requested room assignments. There were people 
in their study who were randomly assigned to an interracial living situation and left before the end 
of the quarter. It could be possible through to self-segregation. In the whole article, I was interested 
in the factors for interracial contact and the relationship dissolution happened in interracial 
relationship. It provide an example and adorable data on interracial issue and possible to suggest 
reasons for interracial segregation.
“The Space Between Us: Stereotype Threat and Distance in Interracial Contexts”
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In their research they tried to prove their hypothesis on predict that the intergroup contact 
which assumed reduce prejudice by Allport can actually be contributed to racial distancing under 
conditions where an egalitarian individual becomes concerned with being seen as prejudiced. They 
were tend to bring out the theme of fear of being labeled prejudiced could lead to racial distancing. 
They also hypothesized that Whites under stereotype threat in interracial contexts would distance 
themselves from anticipated interaction partners. In the first study, they examine the effect of 
stereotype threat on White in interaction with Black of discussing a threatening topic. In the second 
study, they try to test if the pattern of distance observed in the first Study resulted from threats to 
the self. The third one was designed to test the hypothesis that a shift in evaluative framework 
might eliminate the negative consequences of stereotype threat. The last one was to explore the 
hypothesis that stereotype threat is consciously accessible and eliminate the hypothesis that the 
observed pattern of distance from previous studies. It also to ensure the findings in the previous 
studies generalized when participants met the conversation partner. It concluded racial problem did 
not have to do with racist, the stereotype threat which could be a feature lead to interracial 
distancing. It provides a reason for my research question on why people self-segregate themselves. 
Its hypothesis was opposite the "contact hypothesis" I read before, so it give me a chance in my 
research to find out which one were frequently happen in U of I.
Appendix 3:
Text Analysis
Mission statement from AACC
The Asian American Cultural Center is dedicated to fostering appreciation and understanding of 
Asian American experiences. It is a unit within the Office of the Dean of Students of the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and supports the missions of Student Affairs as well as 
the University. In support of those missions, the Center:
1. Promotes pan-Asian American identity and unity through educational, social, and cultural 
programs provided to students and members of the University and Champaign-Urbana 
communities;
2. Provides resources for Asian American students to explore their rich and diverse heritages 
and to empower them to be active and responsible participants and leaders within our 
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increasingly pluralistic, diverse, and complex global society by assisting in their personal, 
intellectual, political, social, and academic development;
3. Increases awareness of the experiences of Asians in the United States and Asian American 
issues at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with an attempt to incorporate 
these experiences and values into the cultural mosaic of this institution by improving 
intergroup relationships and providing opportunities for cross-cultural communication and 
collaboration;
4. Builds and contributes to a diverse and welcoming community within the university and 
creates opportunities for outreach to the surrounding community, especially Asian 
American alumni, faculty and staff, and individuals within the community who have an 
interest in issues relevant to Asian American experiences;
5. Serves as a liaison for the university to communicate and dialogue about issues and assist 
with the implementation of initiatives and programs relevant to Asian Americans.
Web site: http://www.odos.uiuc.edu/aacc/about/mission.asp
 
This chosen text is the web site and mission statement of Asian American Cultural Center 
(AACC). The mission statement aim fostering appreciation and understanding of Asian American 
experiences. To achieve such a goal, they categorize five different missions to support their theme. 
The first one is promotes pan-Asian American identity and unity. Second, provides resources for 
Asian American students to explore their heritages and to empower them to be active and 
responsible participants and leaders. Third, Increases awareness of the experiences of Asians in the 
United States and Asian American issues at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Forth, 
builds and contributes to a diverse and welcoming community within the university and creates 
opportunities for outreach to the surrounding community. Fifth, serves as a liaison for the 
university to communicate and dialogue about issues relevant to Asian Americans. From the other 
information provided in the website, I find out AACC opened in fall 2005 and is a unit under the 
Office of the Dean of Students. 
 As a recently formed school organization, it shall reflect afford of U of I made these years 
on providing a diversification and pluralistic community for students. It supposes to give us 
general idea on what the school is doing for Asian American students and how their result is too. 
In my research, on seeking the cause of segregation of Chinese F.O.B. s in campus, I can observe 
programs conducted by AACC and people's interracial interactions in it to help me get a picture on 
how's this organization reducing or promoting segregation between Chinese F.O.B. s, and non-
Chinese Asian Americans and other races. The part of its mission of promotes pan-Asian 
American identity and unity will also possibly induce the Asian American as the whole racial 
group to self-segregate. It can relate to my research and expand the answer to my question. 
Furthermore, this organization state to improve intergroup relationships and providing 
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opportunities for cross-cultural communication and collaboration. If that's truth and they success to 
do so, their institution shall be part of the cause of less segregation where may infer the people 
without involve in their programs will in higher risk of experience segregation. 
 After read the mission statement of AACC, I conclude it will be a great idea to investigate 
this institution. Their intention to builds and contributes a diverse and harmonic community which 
might provide a solution for segregated individual to experience interracial relationship. Although 
the statement might seem too idealistic, it worth a visit to see how close they were to their 
destination. The missions they claim convince me that they contribute more than the Asian-related 
registered-student-organizations (RSO). Rather than provides a place for Asian Student to social 
with his own region's friend, they provide a place to interact with people among different area of 
Asia. At least, elimination of segregation within Asian American students will be improved.
Appendix 4:
Survey Report
For my survey, I selected the Chinese freshmen and sophomore in UIUC to be my subjects. 
To avoid bias information and incomplete representation of the Chinese freshmen and sophomore, 
I choose to survey people that live in different places. It also reconfirms the reliability of the 
research that Myers and Herrera-Urizar conduct on segregation between Par/Far and Six Pack. I 
survey people that live with Asian and people that live with other races can help me support one of 
my annotated bibliography on the “Contact Hypothesis” which is a theory that assumed interracial 
contact can benefit in interracial relationship. I am trying to find some trends that are explaining 
discourage/promotion of interracial relationship in this survey.
After 12 survey, from people that live in Far, Busey, Six Pack, Hendrick House, and 
apartment. I found out most of them had some White friends, except one had only three Latinos 
friends. And almost all of them think language and culture barrels are the biggest obstacle to 
interracial friendship. One person in them stated common interests as the obstacle which I thought 
should be one of the biggest obstacle. Some of the people listed race as the factor that prevent 
interracial relationship. And I also see most of my subjects interact with different races in class 
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only. It seems like the only thing that link them together is homework and class related 
conversation. There are two people that listed they had about a hundred other racial friends. 
However, both of them are not satisfy their social network. Compare to these two people, 
others that had a few other racial friends tend to satisfy their friendship. It inspires me that the one 
that satisfy their social network are actually preventing interracial relationship and self-segregated. 
Except the one who live in Six-Pack and had three Latinos friends eat at ISR. All the others usually 
eat at the closest dining location by their living place. There was only quart of people feel 
segregation in campus. 
I see all the Chinese students I interview had mostly Asian friends and think language and 
culture is the biggest obstacle toward interracial friendship. Although they had interracial friends, 
most of the time they interact with them is only in class. I doubt that it would be the only time they 
can interact with people other than Asian. It always surprises me that there was only three people 
feel segregation in campus, especially people that lives and eats in Far. Both of them didn't feel 
segregation. In my observation in Far, I definitely witness a scene of segregation of Black and 
Asian in the dining hall. This might suggest that they were lack of awareness to racial segregation 
or they self-segregated themselves. For the ones who feel segregation, one of them is not good at 
English, one is having only three Latinos friends and seem like self-segregated, and one that is 
born in US, live with White and Asian and interact with interracial friends every day. It gave me an 
insight that the one who experience segregation and poor in communication will have a higher 
awareness of segregation. Nonetheless, people that had contacted with other races daily will also 
improve his ability to sense segregation.
I am researching on what promote/discourage interracial friendship. This survey suggests 
that the biggest factors are language and culture different. However, I suspect that there were also 
different common interest and lack of contact that contribute to interracial segregation. I believe 
people just not aware of that because of the language and culture barriers which already disconnect 
him from any further interracial contact. This survey provides limited people in different living 
place social friendship status. It will view as a small date base that supports my claim to the cause 
of segregation in Chinese students at UIUC.
Survey questions:
1. What year are you in U of I?
2. Are you born in American? If not, when you came to United Stated?
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3. What’s your most used language? How well you speak it? Rank it from (1(poor) to 5(smooth)) 
4. What’s your second most used language, if any? How well you speak it? Rank it (like question 
    3). 
5. If you speak more than two languages, please list them below and rank them as question 3 & 4.
6. Which dormitory/apartment do you live in? And what’s the race of your roommate?
7. Where do you eat your dinner most often?
8. What is most of your friends’ race?
9. Do you have any friends different than your race? What races? How many (estimate if too 
    many)?
10. When do you have interaction with them usually?
11. Do you satisfy with the social network you got right now? If not, what still missing?
12. Did you feel segregation in campus? If any, can you explain it more detailed?
13. In your opinion, what’s the biggest factor that prevents interracial friendship?
14. Anything on “interracial friendship” that you like to share?
Appendix 5:
Observation
To confirm my initial hypothesis of supposed the existence of racial segregation of Chinese 
with different races and further explode into interracial reaction in the public, I desired to make an 
observation in three different dining halls: Far, Par, and Peabody (located in six pack). The main 
reason to observe all three of these dining halls is to prevent making a false/bias conclusion to a 
single hall. More important, it probably provides comparisons which created a contrast between 
each dining halls. Furthermore, one of my annotated bibliographies was research on the racial 
mapping between Par/Far and Six Pack; and it showed there were more Asian in Far than in Six 
Pack. Since I am doing research on Chinese interracial friendship, it will be necessary for me to do 
observation in each dining hall. 
On Wednesday, November 13, 2008, I went to the Par dining hall for dinner. The fact I 
chose to have my observation at dinner, was to prevent the possibility of some students changed 
their dining location due to their classes schedule conflict. The Par dining hall, Pen station, was a 
new constructed building which constructed. When I walked through the front entrance, I already 
saw a line of people waiting to get into the dining hall. Once I line up, I activated my awareness to 
any kind of conversations around me. The first thing I noticed, were a group of Asian people in 
front of me. They were chatting in English with each other. It might be potential self-segregation 
there, but I know I was wrong when I stood longer. Two of white people leaving from the dining 
hall and stopped by one of the Asian in that Asian group. One of the white people was that Asian’s 
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friend. They stopped and chatted for a while. There were more interracial interactions in PAR at 
that night. Two people, both Asian but from different region wait to get in and chatted in English. 
After I got into the dining hall, I started lining up at the “Sky Garden Station” where you can have 
customized stir-fries with self-selected meats and/or ingredients. During the wait, I heard couples 
of Chinese chatting in English; I identified them as Chinese by the mandarin of pork bun they said 
within their conversation; and social with different races that pass by time to time. After I got my 
stir-fries and drinks, I chose a seat in the middle of one side of the dining hall. There were mostly 
table for four and a few larger table that could fit more than 10 people. I saw people more likely to 
fill up the small tables first. The social interaction also happened rapidly, and I didn’t see many 
self-segregated Asian except a few individuals like me. 
Later, at the Saturday of the same week, I visited PAR for dinner again with my friends, 
and even more interracial interaction I saw. One of my Chinese friends met her high school 
classmate came to visited her boyfriend, which was a white. She ran to her and they hug each other 
so tight and chatted for more than 5 minutes. Another friend told me that they were best friends 
back in high school. And another surprise was I saw one of my rhetoric class classmates, Dingy, 
sat as the only Asian with about ten white people in a round table. It was so shocked that I even 
forgot to say hi with him. With two days of consistent observation, I can describe Par dining hall as 
a well diverse dining place for different racial students. 
On Thursday, November 14, 2008, I went to Far for further observation. It had special 
menu “soul ingredient” that night. I went there a little later than I planned. Fortunately, there were 
still packed with people when I arrived. The music was so loud and unfamiliar. I barely kept 
myself in conscious and I totally can’t hear what’s the conversations of others were in a few feet 
away. I heard that from my classmate in rhetoric class that’s the hip hop music. I never explode 
into hip hop music, so I can’t tell what’s the different of it from Rap, rock, and metal…etc Similar 
to Par, most of the table was for four people except two to three large rectangular table. There were 
two side of the dining hall, and there were a white DJ controlling the music in one of the room. 
When I peeked into both sides, I finally visualize segregation on campus. That’s the first time I see 
such a huge racial separation. On the side with DJ presented and an enormous speaker next to him. 
There were groups and groups of African American, some sitting and some standing up and move 
their body along with the music. There were few Asian, which can counted by one hand, that sit 
alone or walking to the other side of the hall. However, the other side of dining hall was filled with 
Asian, mostly Korean. The conversation was also mostly non-English. Even my friends were 
sitting at that room. There reason for that was because the music was too loud and they don’t like 
it. I know I will likely to get more information at the Asian’s side than the African’s side, so I 
chose to sit at the side where the DJ was. After I got a fried pork chop and some buttered rice, I 
chose the table that distanced from the speaker because I really can’t take that loud music that 
much. The DJ was jamming the disc to make the sound effect. I saw the Black students in the hall 
just enjoy it so much that they shake their head even they were eating. And outnumbered Asian 
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was seated away from the speaker like me and eats quietly. The average time for a Black to leave 
was way longer than the Asian. The Blacks chose to hang out in the dining hall with that loud 
music even he done with his meal. It was obvious there were a cultural different between Asian 
and Black on Hip Hop music. 
For the observation on Peabody’s dining hall, I will summary my daily experience there 
since I was living in Scott hall (one of six packs). There were three rooms in the Peabody’s dining 
hall. The majority in the dining hall was white no matter lunch or dinner. Every time I saw 
minority, they were well fit into the other groups. However, I also see two or three Asian sit 
together sometimes. For the special menu on Wednesday, “Fat Don”, where serving steak and 
other kind of meat. I seldom saw many Asian came. It might due to a long time of waiting and 
dislike of heavy meal such as steak. The dining rooms at that day were always filled with people, 
so I never see specific segregation took place on that day. Basically, I will say it was a white 
dominated dining hall.
After the observation of these three dining hall, I concluded there were a serious 
segregation took place at Far where Asian and Black were completely segregated themselves from 
one another. At least they were segregated themselves on Hip Hop music. Compare to Peabody’s 
dining hall, there were seldom visual segregation occur. However, it wasn’t due to well diverse 
environment, but the fact that White was the main population in six packs. It was hard to sense 
segregation here because of the absence of minority. The segregation was dormitories wide instead 
of inter-dormitory. It reminded me to be aware of the disability to see within a narrowed mind. For 
Par, it was so well diverse and interracial interaction repeatedly occurred. I was interested in why 
the Chinese students in Par were successfully made friend with different races, but Asian in Far 
were always group with their own friends. From the observation I had so far, I suggested there 
were three main factors that contributed to self-segregation. The first one was language barricade. 
The observation showed that the Friendship and interracial interaction was built on a common 
language. The people I saw that successfully communicate with another race were all speak 
smoothly English. The second factor was sharing a common interest or culture. In the “soul 
ingredients” at Far, I saw Black and Asian were segregated due their different aspect to Hip Hop. It 
showed how strong the power of different habit leaded two different groups of people into 
separation. The last factor was the contact hypothesis, which I learnt from one of my annotated 
bibliography. The lack of contact with a different race made the Korean in the FAR had higher 
chance to self-segregate themselves and less likely to accept other races’ cultural practice. The few 
well diverse Asian in Peabody dining hall also support that hypothesis. This observation will be 
useful for me to use as potential explanation of segregation and proof of segregation’s evidences.
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